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Abstract. Spatial proximity to other economic activities – occasionally labeled as ‘market access’ and ‘economic density’ – is associated 

with good economic performance. How the impulses from economic activities diminish over space is known as ‘agglomeration decay’ or 

‘distance decay’. Although market access functions and the associated agglomeration decay constitute an important topic within spatial 

economic research, the phenomenon is seldom studies in a rural setting or addressed by non-linear estimation techniques. In this paper, we 

estimate the market access function in the relatively rural regions of Southern parts of Norway. We approximate market access in the 

national road network by alternative market access functions with power and exponential distance decay, applying ordinary non-linear least 

squares (NLS) and non-linear mixed effects (NLME). We apply labor productivity as the outcome variable, employment and population as 

alternative measures for potential market connections and traveling time as distance measure. In the regression, we control for capital 

intensity, industry structure and annual growth trend, as well as mixed effect in case of the NLME model. Compared to previous findings in 

the literature, we find evidence of relative sharp agglomeration decay in a rural setting, involving power and exponential distance decay 

parameters of about 2.3 and 0.07 respectively. Comparisons of the log likelihood from the estimation of market access functions suggest 

that exponential distance decay involve a slightly better fit than power distance decay. In addition, employment involves slightly more 

explanatory power than population as a measure for potential market connections. 
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1. Introduction 

The positive correlation between density of economic activities and economic performance have attracted the 

attention of researchers in spatial economics for more than a century. Since the turn of the millennium, there has 

been a growing consensus in the literature that there may be causal impulses from economic density to 

productivity (see for instance Graham et al. 2010, Melo, Graham and Brage-Ardao 2013 and Behrens, Duranton 

and Robert-Nicoud 2014). Theoretical rationales for such linkages include direct transportation costs savings, 

production agglomeration and competition effects.† For an economic actor, decreased transportation costs to 

surrounding areas imply more potential profitable economic transactions with other actors, in addition to 

improved access to public goods and fiercer competition. Nevertheless, the occurrence of such impulses in rural 

areas are more uncertain (e.g. Holmen 2022b). 

 

As traveling speed constitutes a direct substitute for physical proximity in context mobility that changes more 

rapidly, authors have in recent years argued that studies of road constructions may shed light on the relationship 

between productivity and economic density (e.g. Rice, Venables and Patacchini 2006 and Graham et al. 2010). 

Moreover, new major road constructions could potentially increase local value creation by growing the market 

access for local economic actors and strengthen the local competition.  

 

How the economic impulses from economic density – and thereby so-called ‘market access’ – evolves over 

geographic space can be measured by so-called ‘market access functions.’‡ Market access measures explicitly 

assesses traveling time to surrounding areas and the magnitudes of these areas. They capture that higher reach to 

neighboring areas may provide positive impulses on productivity (or other economic outcomes) for an actor, due 

to more potential profitable economic interactions, lower transportation costs for existing shipments and fiercer 

competition. The impulses of increased market access for an economic actor depend on several conditions, among 

them the magnitude of the relative increase, and how the importance of proximity evolves with the traveling time 

from the source. Other important factors include availability of other infrastructures, industry composition and the 

absolute magnitudes of the market enlargement and the initial markets. 

 

Market access functions typically involve summation of fractions over adjacent regions. In the fractions, the 

numerators are subfunctions of variables capturing potential market connections (e.g. population, employment or 

production) and the denominators are subfunctions of variables capturing how the market potential diminish as 

the potential market connections become more remote (e.g. with traveling time, traveling distance or generalized 

traveling costs). The diminishing of impulses from economic activities over traveling time and traveling distance 

from each source of interaction is known as ‘agglomeration decay’ or ‘distance decay’. Several studies analyze 

and estimate market access functions in various applications, but the spatial settings are mainly relatively urban. 

In this study, we estimate market access functions in the relatively rural setting of the most Southern parts of 

Norway. We approximate market access in the national road network by alternative market access functions with 

                                                      

† Direct transportation costs savings involve cost reductions associated with actual transportation processes (e.g. Shirley and Winston 2004 and Venables 
2007). Production agglomeration involves production synergies for firms and individuals being near each other. Potential production agglomeration impulses 

include sharing of product markets, factor markets and common goods; more efficient matching of factor inputs and learning in terms of knowledge 

exchange (confer Duranton and Puga 2004 and Rosenthal and Strange 2004 for overviews, both building on Marshall 1890). Potential competition effects 
are firm selection, disciplinary competition effects and impacts on market power exploitation (e.g. Fujita 1988, Melitz and Ottaviano 2008 and Behrens, 

Duranton and Robert-Nicoud 2014). A general review of impacts of transportation measures is provided by Holmen and Hansen (2020). 
‡ Note that while authors within the international trade literature commonly refer to this sort of functions as ‘market access functions’ (e.g. Fujita, Krugman 
and Venables 1999 and Redding 2010), others use terms such as ‘gravity functions’ (e.g. Hansen 1959 and Sevtsuk and Mekonnen 2012), ‘market potential’ 

(e.g. Harris 1954), ‘effective density’ (e.g. Graham 2007), ‘distance decay of agglomeration benefits’ (e.g. Graham et al. 2010) and ‘index of accessibility’ 

(e.g. Vickerman, Spiekermann and Wegener 1999 and El-Geneidy and Levinson 2006). 
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power and exponential distance decay. The estimation is carried out by ordinary non-linear least squares (NLS) 

and non-linear mixed effects (NLME) with labor productivity as the outcome, and employment and population as 

alternative measures for potential market connections. As distance measure, we apply traveling time, while we use 

capital intensity, industry structure and annual growth trend as controls. Our study distinguishes itself from earlier 

studies by addressing a relative rural area and by applying nonlinear estimation techniques. The estimation is 

conducted at regional level, such that local composition effects also will be considered. 

 

A wide range of market access measures have been applied to address how market access decreases with traveling 

frictions. In particular, various specifications have been used for the nominator in this regard. Common 

specifications include summation of proportional subfunctions (e.g. Harris 1954, Hansen 1959, Dicken and Lloyd 

1990, Graham 2007, Graham, Gibbons and Martin 2010 and Gibbons et al. 2019) and power functions (e.g. Huff 

1963, El-Geneidy and Levinson 2006 and Graham et al. 2010), which is a straight forward extension of the 

former. Another common approach is to model agglomeration decay by exponential functions (e.g. Handy and 

Niemeier 1997, Fujita, Krugman and Venables 1999, Vickerman, Spiekermann and Wegener 1999, Waddell and 

Ulfarsson 2003, El-Geneidy and Levinson 2006, and Sevtsuk and Mekonnen 2012). Other specifications do of 

course also exist, including distance bands (e.g. Hanson 2005, and Graham et al. 2010) and ratios based on 

traveling costs in general equilibrium models as their market access measure (e.g. Redding and Venables 2004, 

Redding 2010, Donaldson and Hornbeck 2016, and Redding and Rossi-Hansberg 2017). 

 

Much of the attention in the literature on market access has been devoted to agglomeration elasticities, which 

indicates how much increased agglomeration affect an economic measure (typically productivity). Estimates for 

agglomeration elasticities with regard to productivity differ substantially with regard to sector, geography, method 

of measurement, inclusion of controls for unobserved cross-sectional heterogeneity, differences in time-variant 

labor quality and handling of potential reverse causality. In their review of empirical findings on the elasticity of 

productivity with respect to the magnitude of the functional city area, Melo, Graham and Noland (2009) find an 

average elasticity around 0.058 and that service industries generally are subject to larger agglomeration elasticities 

than manufacturing industries. In line with these findings, Rosenthal and Strange (2003) conclude in their survey 

that the average elasticities of productivity with respect to city size lies between 0.03 and 0.08. Other more recent 

studies also approximate the agglomeration elasticity to around five percent (e.g. Behrens, Duranton and Robert-

Nicoud 2014, Graham, Gibbons and Martin 2010; confer Graham and Gibbons 2019 for a brief and more recent 

review). 

 

Agglomeration elasticities will however depend on how market access is measured and thereby the agglomeration 

decay pattern. Some studies also explore how market access is of different importance in different industries, and 

how it diminishes with traveling costs (i.e. agglomeration decay). Rice, Venables and Patacchini (2006) find that 

the agglomeration impact on productivity declines steeply with traveling time, ceasing to be important beyond 

approximately 80 minutes. Similarly, Duranton and Overman (2005) find positive effects from collocation within 

50 kilometers. Estimating market access functions in the United Kingdom with linear methods, Graham et al. 

(2010) estimate sector-specific point estimates for the power distance decay parameter ranging from 1.06 to 1.48. 

They establish that the effects of agglomeration impulses on productivity diminish more rapidly over traveling 

distances to surrounding economic activities for service firms than for manufacturing firms. Similarly, Rosenthal 

and Strange (2003) find that the gains from agglomeration economies arising from spatial concentration diminish 

rapidly over traveling distances for most industries, before diminishing more slowly. We refer to Graham et al. 

(2010), Redding (2010) and Sevtsuk and Mekonnen (2012) for overviews over different areas of research 

addressing market access and agglomeration decay. 
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This paper is structured as follows: After this introduction in section 1, we present our empirical strategy in 

section 2 and the data applied in our empirical investigations in section 3. The empirical analyses are provided in 

section 4. We discuss our results and draw our conclusions in section 5. 

 

2. Empirical Strategy 

We will now introduce a framework suited for estimating market access measures that capture the agglomeration 

decay over space, controlling for differences in capital intensity, industry composition and economic growth 

trend. We start by some conceptual considerations, before we move on to our formal framework and how we 

carry out the estimation in practice. 

 

2.1 Conceptual Considerations 

In order to study how productivity depends on geographic configuration over space, we need to apply a market 

access measure that accounts for proximity to and the magnitude of places with economic activity nearby. Based 

on theory and earlier empirical findings, one should expect positive impulses on productivity from economic 

density of activities nearby and declining impact as the traveling time to surrounding economic areas increases. 

The theoretical foundations for market access functions are clear, concerning economic benefits for local 

economic activities of proximity to other economic agents such as agglomeration synergies, competition effects 

and savings in direct transportation costs. Higher economic performance at macro level can both be caused by 

improved firm performance and composition effects. Accordingly, the market access measure captures how 

economic gains in a broader sense of economic activities nearby diminish over space, where the adjacent 

economic activities may be related to both the product and factor markets. 

 

It is not obvious how agglomeration decay evolves over space. In our empirical investigations, we are interested 

in how market access affects local economic performance and utilization of local factor inputs. As mentioned in 

section 1, a standard approach in the literature is to assume that the market access function for a location follows a 

summation function over the ratio between a proxy for economic activity (e.g. employment) and proxy for 

transportation frictions to surrounding locations (e.g. traveling distances). We will estimate a generalization of 

this function, where the proxy for economic activity is raised to power of a decay coefficient, which no longer is 

restricted to one.§ 

 

Yet, functional form implies that proportional distance decay decreases as traveling time increases, whereas our 

preliminary empirical investigations on our data suggest that this assumption is unreasonable for how economic 

performance is affected by surrounding economic activities in our case. Accordingly, we have also made use of 

the common alternative approach from the literature, where the subfunction concerning traveling distances is 

formulated as an exponential function. This functional form suggests that distance decay remains proportional 

over traveling time. 

 

2.2 Formal Framework 

We will denote the functional forms of the market access functions by , indicating whether the 

subfunction in the denominator is a power function or an exponential function. The agglomeration decay patterns 

of the market access specifications can be referred to as ‘power distance decay’ and ‘exponential distance decay’. 

                                                      

§ A disadvantage in abandoning the simple specification involving summation of the ratios between employment and traveling time is that activities within 

regions cannot be aggregated by weighted summation without creating aggregation biases. Yet, sticking with a misspecification to avoid aggregation issues 

appears as a misjudgment. 
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We let  denote the matrix consisting of traveling times between region  and all regions  at time  and  be 

a vector of labor stock in all municipalities at time . The applied market access functions are: 

(1)  

where  is the magnitude of the labor stock in municipality ,  is the minimum traveling time between 

municipality  and municipality  at time . More generally,  could be considered as a proxy for potential 

market connections at given locations, while  could be considered as a proxy for frictions in connectivity. 

 and  are parameters that describe how the market access decreases with traveling time (i.e. distance 

decay parameters). 

Before applying the gravity function, we want to estimate  and . For this purpose, we introduce a 

function for aggregate productivity,  for municipality  at time , suited for empirical estimation, which 

depends on  and other factors: 

(2)  

where  is expected relative productivity differences due to contextual factors other than market access 

captured by control  for with corresponding parameters  for functional form . Furthermore,  is an 

elasticity for how the market access of functional form  varies with congestion in the labor market, which in its 

raw form could be considered as an agglomeration elasticity that is not adjusted for selection patterns.  are 

constants capturing the persistent productivity level.  are the error terms for municipality  at time . 

Taking natural logarithms to assess our market access functions, we obtain: 

(3)  

where  is the log impact measure for municipality  at time . 

Inserting our chosen market access function from equations (1) into equation (3) gives us the equations to be 

estimated, in order to obtain the distance decay parameters: 

(4)  

In our empirical estimation of equation (4), we apply net value added volumes per person engaged in the 

production (i.e. employees and self-employed) as our productivity measure ( ). Thus, we both capture changes 

in technical productivity (i.e. productivity regardless of technology specification) and changes in capital intensity. 

Furthermore, we utilize three controls – overall economic development patterns (i.e. a year trend, marked by 

), capital intensity (i.e. fixed capital services in fixed prices per person employed, marked by ) and 

industry composition (marked by ). In addition, we apply mixed effects (a combination of random and fixed 

effects) in estimation in some of the regressions, which we will return to soon. While the two first mentioned 

controls do not need further explanations, the industry composition control will be explained in the following. 

Within relatively homogenous developed countries like Norway, the main decisive factors for regional 

productivity disparities beyond differences in degree of urbanization are captured by differences in industry 

structure. Accordingly, we design our contextual control to address the productivity disparities caused by industry 

composition: 

http://jssidoi.org/jesi/
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(5)  

where  is labor productivity in industry  in benchmark region  at time  and  is the same, but for all 

industries. Furthermore,  is industry ’s employment in region  at the initial period  and  is the total 

employment in region  at the initial period . Thus, the ratio between the two variables corresponds to industry 

’s share of total employment in region  at the initial period . This share is calculated with basis in the initial 

period to allow for changes in industry composition caused by market access over the study period. 

 

The denominator of the fraction can be interpreted as the labor productivity in the industry reflection in region . 

It captures what the aggregate labor productivity in the benchmark region would have been, if the industry 

composition was the same as in region , and industry-specific labor productivities remained the same. Measured 

against the actual national labor productivity, the fraction gives a number below 1, if the industry composition 

suggests that the labor productivity should be expected to be lower than the national labor productivity. 

Analogously, it gives a number above 1, if the industry composition suggests that the labor productivity should be 

expected to be higher than the national labor productivity. 

 

2.3 Estimation in Practice 

Estimation of market access function in large datasets like ours constitutes a complex matter subject to 

computational limitations, so application of more advanced estimation procedures may limit the amount of 

possible regression controls. We estimate the market access function in equation (3) by ordinary non-linear least 

squares (NLS) and non-linear mixed effects (NLME) regressions (confer Davidian and Giltinan 2003 for an 

overview). NLME is an extension of NLS, where the coefficients incorporate mixed effects with fixed and 

independently distributed random components. The huge set of variables and parameters (although restricted) in 

the regression makes us unable to apply a general unstructured covariance matrix for the error term. 

 

In our implementation of NLME, we thus use an exchangeable covariance structure, where the between-subjects 

and within-subject variances are assumed to be constant. Robustness checks where surrounding municipalities 

beyond some traveling distance were taken out from the dataset indicate that this assumption on covariance 

matrix structure only has minor impact on our results. We include estimates of NLS as a base of comparison, 

where the error terms across units are assumed independent from each other. In our applications of both methods, 

we let the error terms follow the normal distribution. In our practical implementation, we utilize the Stata 

commands ‘menl’ and ‘nl’ for NLME and NLS respectively.  

 

3. Data Sources 

In the following, we account for the firm and spatial data made use of in our empirical investigation. 

 

3.1 Firm Data 

We collect economic data for our study from the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises at the Brønnøysund 

Register Centre (Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises in short) from 2004 to 2014. This data source covers 

roughly 95 percent of the Norwegian business sector employment including public firms.** We only include firms 

                                                      

** We approximate the ratio by a comparison between the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises and the Enterprise Register of Statistics Norway. Note 
that the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises involves stock companies and larger companies of all kinds, while the Enterprise Register of Statistics 

Norway also covers small firms with unlimited liability and small business-oriented firms with a public enterprise form. Furthermore, small firms that are 

either organized as unlimited liability corporate form or with a self-owned corporate form do not have a duty to report to the Norwegian Register of Business 

http://jssidoi.org/jesi/
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with registered employees for each year. In case of reporting in foreign currency, we convert the monetary values 

to NOK using the Norwegian Central Bank’s statistics over historical exchange rates. In a few cases where firm’s 

zip codes are missing, we approximate their locations within the reported municipalities’ bases on our own 

mapping of historical zip codes, time series of reported zip codes, correspondence between postal box codes and 

physical zip codes, and other reported geographical information to determine geographical location by zip code. 

As other European enterprise register data, our data involves a branch challenge in the sense that the geographic 

distribution of economic activities beyond employment in firms with branches at multiple geographic locations is 

unidentified. To prevent potential biases related to firms switching status from single-branch firms to multi-

branch firms and vice versa, we remove all firms that have several branches at least once during our study period. 

We make use of the most detailed industry division in the national accounts at the time of our study, A64 second 

revision. Due to of measurement and identification concerns, we do not consider resource industries (NACE 1 to 

9 and 35 to 39), construction (NACE 41 to 43), finance and insurance (NACE 64 to 66) and real estate (NACE 

68) and non-market-oriented industries (NACE 84 to 99). These industries are either relatively volatile, not profit-

driven, strongly driven by international prices and local natural resources, strongly regulated, requiring alternative 

measurement of value added, directly affected by road construction processes or poorly captured by the data. 

 

We also omit oil and gas suppliers, since they have had a relative strong, heterogenous and volatile productivity 

development during our study period, which could be seen relation to quality competition and a global upturn in 

the associated markets during our study period (e.g. Grünfeld et al. 2013). These firms cut across the NACE 

classification system. Instead, they are identified by the firm population of Norwegian firms that mainly deliver 

goods to the petroleum extractors’ value chain, developed by International Research Institute of Stavanger, 

Menon Economics and their regional collaborators†† (Blomgren et al. 2015). 

 

We apply figures for fixed capital services in fixed prices, obtained from Holmen (2022a).‡‡ Furthermore, we 

operate with two forms of intermediates – ‘commodity purchases’ and ‘service purchases’ (including electricity 

purchases, but not financial costs). Commodity and service deflators are also obtained from Holmen (2020), 

which are based on the Norwegian national accounts’ gross production and intermediate deflators and industry 

input-output matrixes. Note that regional price developments are accounted for in the capital deflators for 

buildings and land area and the service purchase deflators (which is affected at a rate proportional to share of 

services purchases related to real estate).§§ Gross production deflators are collected from Statistics Norway. 

 

3.2 Spatial Data 

In our study, we make use of annual traveling time data between all Norwegian zip codes (represented by post 

offices) from 2004 and 2014. The data are constructed by the Institute of Transport Economics and Menon 

Economics based on Geographic Information Systems data, containing periodical shapefiles of the Norwegian 

                                                                                                                                                                                        

Enterprises. Some industries such as for instance agriculture and forestry are also subject to less strict reporting obligations. Overall, primary industries and 

nonprofit industries are poorly captured by the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises, but these industries are not in our study in any case. 
†† The regional collaborators include Bodø Science Park, Center for Economic Research at Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Eastern 
Norway Research Institute and Impello Management. 
‡‡ Holmen (2022a) make use of firm data from Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises and Norwegian National Accounts data to estimate fixed capital 
figures by the perpetual inventory methods with industry-specific capital deflators and depreciation rates, the. In case of assets without capital depreciation, 

the author estimates the capital by direct measurement based on book values. We utilize fixed capital services as our capital measure, which adjusts the 

capital utilization for capital composition by weighting each type of asset in accordance to their stock volume and annual required return (confer Jorgenson 
and Griliches 1967 and Christensen and Jorgenson 1969 for details on the concept). We refer to Holmen (2022a) for details on the practical implementation 

of the fixed capital services concept. 
§§ In the fixed capital and deflator data applied, it is distinguished between regional price differences related to real estate capital and real estate purchases, 
based on processed price data from Statistics Norway and Eiendomsverdi (confer Holmen 2020 for details). The other price deflators are national, implying 

that we will not be able to adjust for local price variations for other economic components beyond what follows from differences in industry composition and 

differences in the relative strengths of the ground components. 
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route network from the Norwegian Mapping Authority (known as ‘Elvegdata’). The calculations are conducted, 

applying the Dijkstra’s (1959) algorithm and the application ‘Network Analyst’ in ArcGis. 

 

Traveling time does not account for congestion, variations waiting time at ferry crossings, road tolls, logistical 

optimization or other cost or quality aspects beyond the speed limits or traveling distances. Moreover, such 

factors tend to be more likely to suffer for endogeneity issues in studies of local economic outcomes. For ferry 

transitions, we assume a traveling speed of 15 kilometers per hour and a boarding time of five minutes. 

 

The traveling data involves snap shots of the road network at different points in time, but we have recalculated 

them into annual averages. Here, we have adjusted for what time of the year major road construction projects 

(defined as projects inducing traveling time reductions of at least five minutes within thirty minutes’ traveling 

time) have been opened. In the related quality assurance exercise, we have utilized the Norwegian Public Road 

Administration’s project database. In this regard, a few data breaches in the road network related to winter closed 

roads and ferry crossings were identified in the corrected. In a few instances, data from Gule Sider and Google 

Maps have been used to connect geographical destinations to the road network. 

 

We have received statistics for the built-up areas of each zip code based on maps over buildings and population in 

Norway from the division for population statistics at Statistics Norway. Based on the spatial distribution of the 

built-up areas, we have approximated internal traveling distances weighted for population, assuming that the 

average traveling time equals half of the radius of a circle with similar area. On the advice from the division for 

population statistics at Statistics Norway, we assume a speed limit of 60 kilometers per hour within zip codes. We 

further assume that the internal traveling times within zip codes are time-invariant and equal to their value in the 

initial year of our study (i.e. 2004). 

 

In addition to domestic traveling time data for Norway, the Institute of Transport Economics has by the help of 

Open Street Map gathered traveling times to all municipalities in Sweden. This data includes all foreign 

municipalities within six hours’ reach from Norway including travel by ferry. From this, we have calculated the 

traveling distances and traveling time between Norwegian zip codes and Swedish municipalities. We refer to the 

acknowledgement section in the end of this paper for credits to people that have contributed in processing of the 

applied traveling time data. 

 

We have received employment and population figures at zip code level and municipal level from Statistics 

Norway’s divisions for population statistics and labor market and wage statistics. In this data, the geographical 

location information of between 1.5 to 3 percent of the employment figures at municipal level is not identified at 

zip code level. The municipal employment figures without known zip code location are distributed 

proportionately to the annual employment shares within each municipality. Employment and population figures 

for Swedish municipalities are collected from Statistics Sweden. 

 

 

4. Empirical Analyses 

 

In this section, we conduct empirical analyses on the market access function in line with the framework and 

procedure outlined in section 2, before we provide some recommendations. 
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4.1 Estimation 

We estimate the distance decay parameters in equations (4) by NLME with exchangeable covariance structure and 

by ordinary NLS. This involves parameter  in the market access specification, where the distance decay 

follows a power function, and parameter  in the market access specification, where the distance decay 

follows an exponential function. 

 

We explore three alternative potential source of market access – employment by workplace, employment by 

residence and population. We have not used value added, as it fluctuates relatively much compared to labor over 

time (particularly in Norway where labor rights stand strong). We do this under two alternative assumptions – one 

where the potential market connections are allowed to vary over time and one where they are held constant to 

their initial levels (of 2004) to control for the most severe endogeneity challenges related to urbanization. 

 

Due to computational limitations and challenges in convergence, we are not able to estimate market access for all 

of Norway in a single operation. Instead, we limit ourselves to southern parts of Norway, which also ensures 

somewhat more comparable municipalities with more homogenous industry structure and degree of urbanization. 

In practice, wee delimit the region for which we estimate market access parameters to the two counties of 

Southern Norway (i.e. Aust-Agder and Vest-Agder), their bordering counties (i.e. Rogaland and Telemark) and 

their bordering counties again (i.e. Buskerud, Hordaland and Vestfold). In our estimation, we also face a 

computational need for limiting the number of geographical units that are source for market access.  

 

In context of sources for market access, we also include municipalities in the closest Norwegian counties beyond 

our estimation region (i.e. municipalities in Akershus, Hedmark, Oppland, Oslo and Østfold) and county 

observations for the closest Swedish counties (i.e. Halland, Värmland and Västra Götaland in Sweden). 

Combined, the region which gives source to market access covers all areas within four hours’ reach from our 

estimation region.*** Altogether, our selection enables us to investigate how market access in 142 municipalities is 

affected by proximity to 260 regions (including themselves) over 11 years. We have not operated with industry-

specific decay parameters in our study, as we also want to capture factor usage and composition effects. 

 

Our results under the assumption of power distance decay are reported in Table 1, while our results under the 

assumption of exponential distance decay are reported in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

***Although omission of regions far away may involve small selection biases, our estimated decay parameters suggest that the impact of regions many hours 

away is negligible. While the impact of potential market connections approaches zero for this traveling time in case of exponential distance decay, it will be 

nearly constant for moderate traveling time changes in case of power distance decay. Market access to regions beyond the ones included in our regressions is 
so far away that the proximity becomes roughly constant for the municipalities investigated, such that it mostly will be captured by the constant and 

potentially changes in traveling time to areas in the outskirts of our estimation region. The correlation patterns between economic performance and 

concentrations of economic activity beyond two hours’ reach are weak, underpinning this point. Moreover, other biases such as to omission of other modes 
of transportation infrastructure are likely to be considerably more severe. Since the agglomeration decay parameter turns out to be above one, aggregation of 

regions can be expected to underestimate market access. Yet, robustness checks in region composition indicate that the aggregated municipalities are so far 

away that they have very limited impact on regression results. 
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Table 1. Impact of increased marked access through expansions in the road network on net value added per employee in fixed prices from 

2004 to 2014, estimated by NLS and NLME with time-invariant and time-varying market connections 

 

Labor 

productivity 

(logarithm) 

Employment by workplace Employment by residence Population 

Market 

connections 
Time-invariant Time-varying Time-invariant Time-varying Time-invariant Time-varying 

Est. procedure NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME 

Constant (α0) 
4.897*** 4.967*** 4.903*** 4.980*** 4.860*** 4.932*** 4.856*** 4.914*** 4.798*** 4.869*** 4.801*** 4.865*** 

(0.104) (0.190) (0.103) (0.184) (0.104) (0.188) (0.105) (0.194) (0.109) (0.200) (0.109) (0.202) 

Market access 

(α1) (logarithm) 

0.072*** 0.072*** 0.072*** 0.072*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.078*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 

(0.007) (0.014) (0.007) (0.014) (0.007) (0.014) (0.007) (0.015) (0.007) (0.015) (0.007) (0.015) 

Year trend (α2) 
0.005 0.006** 0.005 0.005* 0.005 0.006** 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.006** 0.005 0.005* 

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) 

Capital intensity 

(α3) (logarithm) 

0.135*** 0.115*** 0.135*** 0.115*** 0.134*** 0.115*** 0.134*** 0.115*** 0.134*** 0.115*** 0.135*** 0.115*** 

(0.016) (0.022) (0.016) (0.022) (0.016) (0.022) (0.016) (0.022) (0.016) (0.022) (0.016) (0.022) 

Industry 

composition (α4) 

0.773*** 0.765*** 0.787*** 0.778*** 0.773*** 0.765*** 0.787*** 0.778*** 0.773*** 0.765*** 0.773*** 0.764*** 

(0.160) (0.135) (0.160) (0.135) (0.160) (0.135) (0.160) (0.135) (0.160) (0.135) (0.160) (0.135) 

Agglomeration 

decay (δ) 

2.376*** 2.341*** 2.408*** 2.396*** 2.325*** 2.297*** 2.320*** 2.258*** 2.300*** 2.270*** 2.305*** 2.260*** 

(0.215) (0.427) (0.215) (0.424) (0.196) (0.389) (0.198) (0.394) (0.197) (0.392) (0.199) (0.395) 

Within-group 

error variance 

  -0.957***   -0.958***   -0.958***   -0.958***   -0.957***   -0.957*** 

  (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024) 

Between-group 

covariance 

  0.302***   0.301***   0.301***   0.301***   0.302***   0.302*** 

  (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034) 

No. of 
observations 

1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 1,562 

Log likelihood -720.7 -572.3 -719.1 -571.4 -719.5 -572.0 -719.1 -571.7 -720.7 -572.3 -720.1 -571.9 

Note: The agglomeration decay pattern is assumed to follow an exponential function. Estimated by ordinary NLS and NLME with 

exchangeable covariance matrix. Potential market connections are held constant to their initial value or allowed to vary. (* for p < 0.1, ** 

for p < 0.05 and *** for p < 0.01) 

 

We see that all parameters are significant with signs and magnitudes in accordance with what one could expect. 

The choice between our two estimation procedures and measures for potential market connections has only 

limited impact on the estimation results. The productivity growth during the period (reflected by ) is estimated 

to 0.5 to 0.6 percent annually, although the coefficients’ p-values are only around ten percent. The impact of 

capital intensity (reflected by ) is estimated to be around 10 to 13 percent, which also seems reasonable 

considering the net operational profit’s share of net value added. Industry composition that enhances labor 

productivity (reflected by ) somewhat less than aggregate productivity differences between industries suggest, 

which is partly related to collinearity with the other explanatory variables. Although not reported, it could also be 

noted that omission of any of the controls or adding of controls do not change our agglomeration decay estimate 

considerably. 
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Our point estimates for the raw agglomeration elasticity is also relatively high, confer our discussion in section 1. 

As we have not controlled for location selection and find evidence of relatively sharp distance decay, this is also 

as expected. We estimate the distance decay parameter in the power function specification,  lies around 2.2 

to 2.4 (point estimates), being significantly different from 1, which often is assumed in empirical studies. We 

estimate  to be around 0.07, which also indicates much faster distance decay than the standard assumption. 

 

Our estimates also imply sharper distance decay than the ones found by Graham et al. (2010), as mentioned in 

section 1. Compared to the United Kingdom, our study region is considerably more rural. In addition, we carry 

out our estimates on municipality level, while Graham et al. conduct their investigation on firm level, indicating 

that our measure accounts for composition effects, while their study focuses on firm performance. Another 

important difference, which we will return to in a moment, is that much smaller geographical distances are 

observed on disaggregated than aggregated geographical levels. As empirical investigations suggest that changes 

in traveling time within the immediate vicinity are of limited importance for economic performance, while the 

distance decay assumed in the market access functions suggests the opposite, inclusion of such short traveling 

times in the regressions on market access functions are likely to produce lower distance decay parameters. 

 

We estimate the distance decay parameters to be barely higher under NLME with exchangeable covariance 

structure than under NLS, and for employment after workplace than employment after residence and population. 

The number of observations in the regressions is somewhat lower in the specifications with the exponential 

distance decay than the specification with power distance decay, since the estimation algorithms throw out some 

observations with peculiar characteristics under the first-mentioned specification (i.e. remote islands with 

relatively low internal traveling time and relatively high external traveling time). Yet, if we take these 

municipalities out from the regressions on market access with power distance decay, the log likelihoods are still 

lower (in absolute value) for the specification with exponential distance decay. This indicates that the exponential 

distance decay is barely closer to the true distance decay pattern than the power distance decay. For given model 

specification and estimation procedure, the explanatory power of each estimation model is slightly lower when 

population is applied as potential market connection measure rather than an employment measure (again indicated 

by lower log likelihood), but again the differences are small. 

 

Population is less connected to the business sector than employment, although it may capture firm-to-consumer 

linkages better and may fluctuate less over business cycles. Yet, in further empirical investigations, one may in 

any case keep potential market connections constant to the initial level to limit potential endogeneity challenges. 

From a theoretical point of view, it is not obvious whether employment by workplace or employment by 

residence should be applied to measure potential market connections in market access functions. While 

employment by workplace is likely to capture business-business interactions most precisely, employment by 

residence could be expected to better capture linkages in the local labor supply and business-to-consumer markets. 

A possible challenge with employment by workplace is that regional integration could seemingly decrease, when 

potential market connections are measured by employment by workplace, due to higher commuting (i.e. the same 

challenge as with value added, although somewhat less severe). Moreover, we do not see any strong general 

reason to choose one of the employment measures over the other, as their relevance depend on the markets under 

investigation. A possibility in generic applications of market access functions (without pre-estimation) could be to 

simply apply the average of them. 
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Table 2. Impact of increased marked access through expansions in the road network on net value added per employee in fixed prices of 

industry composition in the initial year and market access from 2004 to 2014.  

Labor 

productivity 

(logarithm) 

Employment by workplace Employment by residence Population 

Market 

connections 
Time-invariant Time-varying Time-invariant Time-varying Time-invariant Time-invariant 

Est. procedure NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME NLS NLME 

Constant (α0) 
4.699*** 4.712*** 4.709*** 4.731*** 4.685*** 4.699*** 4.686*** 4.694*** 4.638*** 4.652*** 4.645*** 4.652*** 

(0.113) (0.195) (0.111) (0.188) (0.113) (0.197) (0.113) (0.199) (0.116) (0.206) (0.116) (0.206) 

Market access 

(α1) (logarithm) 

0.067*** 0.067*** 0.066*** 0.066*** 0.069*** 0.069*** 0.068*** 0.069*** 0.069*** 0.069*** 0.068*** 0.069*** 

(0.006) (0.012) (0.006) (0.011) (0.006) (0.012) (0.006) (0.012) (0.006) (0.012) (0.006) (0.012) 

Year trend (α2) 
0.006 0.006* 0.005 0.005* 0.006 0.006* 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.006* 0.005 0.005* 

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) 

Capital intensity 

(α3) (logarithm) 

0.107*** 0.100*** 0.107*** 0.100*** 0.107*** 0.100*** 0.107*** 0.100*** 0.107*** 0.100*** 0.107*** 0.100*** 

(0.018) (0.024) (0.018) (0.024) (0.018) (0.024) (0.018) (0.024) (0.018) (0.024) (0.018) (0.024) 

Industry 

composition (α4) 

0.784*** 0.781*** 0.797*** 0.795*** 0.784*** 0.781*** 0.797*** 0.794*** 0.784*** 0.782*** 0.783*** 0.780*** 

(0.162) (0.138) (0.162) (0.138) (0.162) (0.138) (0.162) (0.138) (0.162) (0.138) (0.162) (0.138) 

Agglomeration 

decay (δ) 

0.071*** 0.067*** 0.073*** 0.071*** 0.071*** 0.067*** 0.071*** 0.066*** 0.071*** 0.067*** 0.071*** 0.066*** 

(0.014) (0.025) (0.014) (0.026) (0.014) (0.026) (0.014) (0.025) (0.014) (0.026) (0.014) (0.026) 

Within-group 

error variance 

  -0.959***   -0.959***   -0.958***   -0.958***   -0.958***   -0.958*** 

  (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024)   (0.024) 

Between-group 

covariance 

  0.286***   0.286***   0.287***   0.287***   0.288***   0.288*** 

  (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034)   (0.034) 

No. of 
observations 

1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 1,518 

Log likelihood -699.1 -565.0 -698.1 -564.6 -699.1 -565.2 -699.0 -565.1 -699.9 -565.4 -699.6 -565.2 

Note: The agglomeration decay pattern is assumed to follow an exponential function. Estimated by ordinary NLS and NLME with 

exchangeable covariance matrix. Potential market connections are held constant to their initial value or allowed to vary. (* for p < 0.1, ** 

for p < 0.05 and *** for p < 0.01) 

4.2 Recommendations 

Based on our, we approximate the distance decay parameters in rural areas to  for the market access 

specification with power distance decay and  for the market access function with exponential 

distance decay. Admittedly, the estimated distance decay parameters may not only reflect causal influences of 

increased market access, but also location effects. Nevertheless, our estimated parameter values change little 

when we omit firms moving in or out of our sample or fix the traveling times to the initial period (as in our 

reported regressions). This indicates that they are not too far from the true ones, adjusted for location selection. 

 

In empirical investigations based on pre-calculated market access function, low traveling time may constitute a 

challenge, both due to measurement errors and missing theoretical justifications for why changes in low traveling 

time should matter as much as the assumed functional forms typically suggest. A simple possible solution could 

be to add a fixed number to all traveling times (which could be interpreted as the time used to begin and end a 

journey). Our robustness checks suggest that operating with a minimum traveling time of ten minutes has limited 

impact on the distance decay parameter estimates. Ten minutes seems like a reasonable choice for the minimum 
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traveling time threshold, as it passes the robustness check, and ten minutes is of about the same magnitude as the 

typical internal traveling times within municipalities. Persistent differences in traveling time below this limit may 

still be captured by fixed effects in estimation models that applies pre-estimated measures for market access. 

 

An alternative solution to the challenge with low traveling time would be to add a constant to the actual traveling 

time, which could be interpreted as a fixed traveling time mark-up regardless of actual transportation process. Yet, 

this alternative assumption did provide less robust results in our empirical estimations of the market access 

function, so we have abandoned it. 

 

The estimated market access functions and the corresponding marginal distance decay functions are illustrated in 

Fig. 1 with straight lines, where we have operated with the suggested minimum traveling time of ten minutes. As 

benchmark, we have illustrated the market access-decay curves for proportional distance decay with a dotted line 

– a standard assumption applied in much of the literature (corresponding to  in the power distance 

decay function). Analogously, we have also illustrated a benchmark with flatter exponential decay (with 

, also marked with dotted lines). 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of development in a) market access (l.h.s.) and b) marginal decay (r.h.s.) over minutes of traveling time under the 

assumption of exponential distance decay (with  and power distance decay (with  

5. Conclusions 

For economic actors, spatial proximity to other economic activities – so called ‘market access’ and ‘economic 

density’ – is often associated better economic performance. How the impulses from economic activities diminish 

over space is known as ‘agglomeration decay’ or ‘distance decay’. Market access functions and the associated 

agglomeration decay constitute an important topic within spatial economic research. Yet, the phenomenon has 

mostly been studied in urban settings. Furthermore, market access functions are seldom estimated by non-linear 

estimation techniques. 
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In this paper, we investigate how market access develop in rural areas. We estimate market access measures for 

the Southern parts of Norway by nonlinear estimation techniques, namely ordinary non-linear least squares (NLS) 

and non-linear mixed effects (NLME) with exchangeable covariance structure. Here, we utilize labor productivity 

as the outcome variable, traveling time as distance measure, and employment and population as alternative 

measures for potential market connections. We control for capital intensity, annual growth trend and industry 

composition with the help of an ‘industry reflection’ control. This control reflects what the labor productivity can 

be expected to be given the local industry composition and each industry’s performance in the rest of the country. 

In addition, we operate with mixed effects in our application of the NLME model. 

 

Our results support sharper agglomeration decay in rural areas than what is usually assumed in the literature, 

involving power and exponential distance decay parameters of about 2.3 and 0.07 respectively. This suggest that 

the agglomeration decay is stronger in rural areas than in urban areas. Comparisons of the log likelihood from the 

estimation of market access functions with power and exponential distance decay suggest that later function 

constitute a slightly better fit than the former. In addition, employment involves slightly more explanatory power 

as a measure for potential market connections than population. To cope with the market access functions’ 

sensibility to traveling frictions near zero, operating with a minimum traveling friction involve more robust results 

than adding a constant to all traveling frictions. 

 

We see many fruitful avenues for future research. In particular, alternative choices of estimation techniques and 

the form of the market access function can be explored further. We also hope to see further investigations on how 

market access function depends on spatial configuration and industry composition. 
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